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Abstract
It is proved that a quadratic linear Keller map Cn → Cn is linearly triangularizable if its
rank is at most 2 or corank at most 1. © 2002 Elsevier Science Inc. All rights reserved.
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A polynomial map F in dimension n is an n-tuple (F1, F2, . . . , Fn) of polynomi-
als in C[X1, X2, . . . , Xn]. The degree of F is defined by degF = maxni=1 degFi . If
G is another polynomial map of the same dimension, then the composition FG is
defined to be the polynomial map (F1(G1,G2, . . . ,Gn), . . . , Fn(G1,G2, . . . ,Gn)).
We say that F is invertible if there exists a polynomial map G such that FG = GF =
(X1, X2, . . . , Xn). A polynomial map F is a Keller map if det JF ∈ C∗, where JF
denotes the jacobian of F. By the chain rule for jacobians, invertible polynomial
maps are Keller maps. The famous Jacobian conjecture states that any Keller map is
invertible.
A polynomial map is elementary if it is of the form (X1, . . . , Xi−1, Xi + p,Xi+1,
. . . , Xn), where p ∈ C[X1, . . . , Xˆi , . . . , Xn]. It is tame if it can be written as a
composition of invertible linear maps and elementary maps. A polynomial map is
triangular if it is of the form (X1 + p1, X2 + p2, . . . , Xn + pn), where pi is a poly-
nomial in C[Xi+1, Xi+2, . . . , Xn]. A polynomial map F is linearly triangularizable
if it can be made triangular by linear conjugation, i.e., there exists a linear invertible
polynomial map φ such that φFφ−1 is triangular. It is not hard to show that linearly
triangularizable maps are tame and that tame maps are invertible.
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A polynomial map F is power linear if it is of the form (X1 + Ad11 , X2 + Ad22 ,
. . . , Xn + Adnn ) where Ai is a linear form in X1, X2, . . . , Xn. It is cubic linear if
d1 = · · · = dn = 3. Druz˙kowski [3] showed that in order to prove the Jacobian con-
jecture it is enough to prove it for cubic linear maps. He also proved in [4] that if
the coefficient matrix of the linear forms A1, A2, . . . , An has either rank or corank
at most 2, then the cubic linear map is tame. Cheng [2] improved the result by con-
cluding that these maps must be linearly triangularizable. It has also been proved
that power linear Keller maps of dimension 3 are linearly triangularizable [1]. It is
worth noting that cubic homogeneous Keller maps of dimension 3 are also linearly
triangularizable [8].
A power linear map is quadratic linear if d1 = · · · = dn = 2. In this note we
prove that quadratic linear Keller map must be linearly triangularizable if its rank
is at most 2 or at least n− 1, proving Rusek’s conjecture [7, Conjecture 11.2] in
this case. As a corollary, quadratic linear Keller maps of dimension 4 are linearly
triangularizable. This is a special case of the result of Meisters, Olech, van den Essen
and Hubbers which states that any quadratic homogeneous Keller maps of dimension
at most 4 are linearly triangularizable [5,6].
Theorem 1. Let F = (X1 + A21, X2 + A22, . . . , Xn + A2n) : Cn → Cn be a poly-
nomial map where Ai =∑nj=1 aijXj with aij ∈ C and det JF = 1. If rank (aij) is
at most 2 or at least n− 1, then F is linearly triangularizable.
Proof. First note that det JF = 1 is equivalent to (J1)–(Jn) where (Jt ) denotes the
identity ∑
1i1<···<itn
mi1···it Ai1 · · ·Ait = 0
and where mi1···it denotes the principal minor of A = (aij) at rows (and columns)
i1, . . . , it .
Without loss of generality we may assume that no two nonzero Ai can be similar.
For if Ai = sAj for some i < j and s ∈ C∗, then
φFφ−1 = (X1 + A21, . . . , Xi, . . . , Xj + A2j , . . . , Xn + A2n),
where φ = (X1, . . . , Xi − s2Xj , . . . , Xj , . . . , Xn). Let M = (aij). By (Jn), m12···n
= 0 and so rankM < n.
If rankM = 0, then F = (X1, X2, . . . , Xn) which is triangular. If rankM = 1,
then after conjugating F with a permutation map, we may assume that Ai = 0 for
i > 1. Hence det JF = 1 implies that a11 = 0 and so F is triangular.
Suppose rankM = n− 1. After conjugating F with a permutation map, we may
assume that A1, . . . , An−1 are linearly independent. We will prove that An = sAi for
some i, 1  i  n− 1 and s ∈ C. If this is the case, then we may assume that An =
0 after conjugating F with the linear invertible map (X1, . . . , Xn − s2Xi). Since
A1, . . . , An−1 are algebraically independent, (J1)–(Jn−1) imply that all principal
minors of M are zero. By [4, Lemma 1.2], F is linearly triangularizable. Therefore
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we assume that An is not similar to any Ai , 1  i  n− 1. After conjugating F with
an appropriate permuatation map, we may assume that
An = p1A1 + · · · + pkAk, (1)
where 2  k  n− 1 and pi ∈ C∗.
Substituting (1) into (Jt ), we obtain a polynomial equation φt (A1, . . . , An−1) =
0. Since A1, . . . , An−1 are linearly independent they are also algebraically inde-
pendent hence, after combining “like” terms, the coefficient of each monomial (in
A1, . . . , An−1) of φt is zero. If we regard φt as a polynomial in A1, . . . , Ak and
write φt =∑i φ(i)t , where φ(i)t is the ith homogeneous component then φ(i)t = 0 for
all i. In particular, φ(k)t = 0, i.e.,∑
k<i1<···<it−k<n





m1···jˆ ···ki1···it−knA1 · · ·Ajˆ · · ·AkAi1 · · ·Ait−kAn = 0,
where An is as described in (1). Expanding the above using (1) and recalling that
A1, . . . , An−1 are algebraically independent, we see that the coefficient of A1 · · ·Ak




pjm1···jˆ ···ki1···it−kn = 0. (2)
Similarly, the coefficient of A21A2 · · · Aˆj · · ·AkAi1 · · ·Ait−k , j  2, k < i1 < · · · <
it−k < n, is zero, i.e.,
p1m1···jˆ ···ki1···it−kn = 0. (3)
The coefficient of A22A3 · · ·AkAi1 · · ·Ait−k , k < i1 < · · · < it−k < n, is also zero.
Hence
p2m23···ki1···it−kn = 0. (4)
Since pi /= 0, we obtain from (2)–(4) that, for k < i1 < · · · < it−k < n and 1  j 
k,
m1···jˆ ···ki1···it−kn = 0,
m12···ki1···it−k = 0.
(J ′t )
Claim. If (J ′k), . . . , (J ′t ) hold, k  t < n, then the submatrix Mt of M consisting of
rows 1, . . . , k, i1, . . . , it−k and columns 1, . . . , k, i1, . . . , it−k, n has linearly depen-
dent rows where k < i1 < · · · < it−k < n.
Taking t = n− 1, this means that the first n− 1 rows of M are dependent, a con-
tradiction.
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We shall prove the Claim by induction on t. If t = k, then, by (1) and elementary
row operations, (J ′k) implies that the maximal minors of Mk are all zero. Hence
the rows of Mk are linearly dependent. Assume (J ′k), . . . , (J ′t ), where t > k. It is
enough to show that all maximal minors of Mt are zero. By (1) and elementary row
operations again, (J ′t ) implies that all maximal minors of Mt containing exactly k
of the columns 1, . . . , k, n are zero. Hence it is enough to prove that the maximal
minors containing all columns 1, . . . , k, n are zero. Such a minor is the determi-
nant of a matrix M ′t obtained from Mt by deleting the ij th column for some j,
1  j  t − k. Let M ′′t be the matrix obtained from M ′t by deleting the ij th row.
Since (J ′k), . . . , (J ′t−1) hold, by induction hypothesis, M ′′t has independent rows
and so detM ′t = 0. So the claim has been proved and the Theorem is true when
rankM = n− 1.
Suppose rankM = 2. After conjugating with a permutation map we may assume
that A1, A2 are independent and Ai = piA1 + qiA2 for 3  i  n. In addition, since
no two nonzero Ai’s can be similar, we may assume that there exists k, 2  k  n,
such that pi, qi are both nonzero for i  k and both zero for i > k. We may also as-
sume that k  3. Suppose k  4. Let φ2 = (X1, X2, X3 − p23X1 − q23X2, . . . , Xn −
p2nX1 − q2nX2). If H1 = φ2Fφ−12 , then
H1 =
(
X1 + A¯21, X2 + A¯22, X3 + 2p3q3A¯1A¯2, . . . , Xn + 2pnqnA¯1A¯2
)
,
where A¯i is a linear form. Let φ3 = (X1, X2, X3, X4 − (p4q4/p3q3)X3, . . . , Xn −
(pnqn/p3q3)X3). If H2 = φ3H1φ−13 , then
H2 =
(
X1 + Aˆ21, X2 + Aˆ22, X3 + 2p3q3Aˆ1Aˆ2, X4, . . . , Xn
)
,
where Aˆi is a linear form. Let φ4 = (X1, X2, X3 + p23X1 + q23X2, X4, . . . , Xn) and
H3 = φ4H2φ−14 . Then
H3 =
(
X1 + Aˇ21, X2 + Aˇ22, X3 + Aˇ23, X4, . . . , Xn
)
,
where Aˇi is a linear form. Hence we may assume that k  3. For convenience we let
A1, A2, A3 be replaced by A,B,C, where A =∑ aiXi, B =∑ biXi, C =∑ ciXi












and (xy)pq = det [xy]pq, (xyz)pqr = det [xyz]pqr. Using the above notation we rewrite
(J1)–(J3) as follows:
a1A+ b2B + c3C = 0, (J1)
(ab)12AB + (ac)13AC + (bc)23BC = 0, (J2)
(abc)123ABC = 0. (J3)
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By (J1), as A,B are algebraically independent and C = pA + qB, we have
a1 + pc3 = 0,
b2 + qc3 = 0.
(5)
Assume C is nonzero. Then p, q are also nonzero. Since A divides the first two
terms of (J2), it also divides the third. But A cannot divide B or C unless (bc)23 = 0.
Similarly, it is easy to see that all the other 2 × 2 principal minors of [abc]123 are
zero. Consequently, as ci=pai + qbi with p, q nonzero, we have (ab)12 = (ab)13 =
(ab)23 = 0, where (ab)ij is the minor of the first two rows of [abc]123 consisting of
columns i, j . Therefore the first two rows of [abc]123 are linearly dependent. Hence
there exists r ∈ C such that bi = rai for 1  i  3. Suppose r = 0. Then b1 = b2 =
b3 = 0. Hence ci = pai for 1  i  3 and, by (5), we have c3 = a3 = a1 = c1 = 0.
Conjugating F with (X1, X3, X2, X4, . . . , Xn), we get a triangluar map. Now sup-
pose r /= 0. Then rA − B is a nonzero linear form in X4, . . . , Xn. As before, we may
assume that
F = (X1 + A2, X2 + B2, X3 + 2pqAB, X4, . . . , Xn).
Let T = (X1, X2, X3 − α2r2X1 − α2X2, X4, . . . , Xn), where α = √pq/r . Then
TFT−1 = (X1 + Aˆ21, X2 + Bˆ22 , X3 − α2(rA − B)2, X4, . . . , Xn).
In other words, we may assume that c1 = c2 = c3 = 0. From (5), a1 = b2 = 0. Since
(ab)12 = 0, a2b1 = 0. If b1 = 0, then F is triangular. Otherwise conjugating F with
(X2, X1, X3, . . . , Xn) gets us a triangular map. If C = 0, then, in particular, c1 =
c2 = c3 = 0 and the above argument finishes the proof. 
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